To our valued SWC guests,
In recent months, COVID-19 has impacted our lives in ways we could have never anticipated. As our communities
begin to safely reopen, we want to assure you that we are here for you. The health and safety of our guests and staff
has always been and will continue to be our primary concern. As we look ahead, our focus at SWC is not only to
create a safe and secure environment for everyone, but to provide a tranquil space for you to step away from the
noise and relax.
Once you have read over the following, please email us the best phone number to reach you along with the dates you
are considering. We will call you and book your services and answer any additional questions

All guests are required to wear a mask throughout their time in the Spa facilities as well as during their
massage, body treatment, or manicure/pedicure service.
SWC Hours
Thursday-Monday
9AM-5PM
Closed-Tuesday & Wednesday

PRE-ARRIVAL
Reservations are required and must contain the individual guest first and last name, along with a valid phone number
and email, for each adult receiving a treatment.
After booking, a digital intake form will be emailed to you and required to be completed prior to arrival.
80 and 110-minute massage and body treatment services are offered; however, 50-minute services are currently
unavailable.
We are not offering facial treatments.
No more than three people in the same party can be reserved at one time. Groups of four or more are not allowed.
At this time, we will not be offering spa access passes.
Only guests with booked treatments are allowed inside the locker room facilities

RECEPTION SPA CHECK-IN
Please arrive with your online waiver completed and submitted.
Prior to entering the Spa, a welcome attendant will take your temperature. Anyone registering a temperature of 100.0
F or higher will not be allowed to enter. We will also provide you with a mask if you do not bring your own.
We kindly ask that each guest arrive no sooner than 15 minutes prior to the start time of your appointment, and limit
time after services to one hour. After one hour, guests are welcome to enjoy our outdoor pool; however, all
belongings must be taken with you as guests will not be able to return to the spa. Our team is happy to show you
where to find the pool restroom should you need it.

LOCKER ROOMS
The steam room is closed; however, the dry sauna and showers are available.
We will provide a locker fully sanitized and stocked with your robe, towel, slippers, and bottled water.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Lockers will be pre-assigned so guests can maintain six feet of distance from another guest.
Only one guest permitted in dry sauna at a time.
Private Retail Shopping reservations are recommended. Guests shopping for retail are welcome to do so with no more
than one (1) person or party in the spa lobby at a time. ‘Curbside’ pickup is available and encouraged.
As always, we thank you so much for choosing The Spa at Windsor Court as your haven. We are committed to
ensuring that you enjoy your experience, and any anxieties are left at the door. Please do not hesitate to reach out if
you have any questions or concerns. We look forward to welcoming you back to The Spa at Windsor Court!
With Gratitude,
SWC Team

Please see current spa service offerings below.
BODY
Diptyque Luxury Body
110 MINUTES
$400
Our most indulgent treatment yet. Be transported by Diptyque on a world- renowned olfactory experience. In this
treatment we utilize the finest Diptyque products to envelop the senses. Begin your experience with a calming
aromatherapy blend of delicate Rose Infused Facial Water. Tunisian Pomegranate Oil-infused Body Polish smooths
and buffs the skin, while decadent peach butter richly hydrates. A bergamot and neroli shower rinses away stress and
invigorates the senses. Indian Jasmine-infused Satin Hair Oil drenches the scalp in hydration, while a full body
massage encourages deep relaxation, alleviates fatigue, and promotes a sense of total well-being.

Gratitude
110 MINUTES
$330
Immerse yourself in our all-inclusive luxury body treatment. Your experience begins with a dry body exfoliation to
smooth and stimulate the skin. Next, immerse yourself in tranquility, as aromatherapy oils melt away tension and
renew the senses. An 80-minute massage infused with nourishing, immune-boosting coconut oil luxuriously hydrates
and balances, promoting a sense of total relaxation. A deeply soothing scalp treatment finishes your experience. You
will leave rejuvenated and balanced, ready to take on the world, with gratitude.
Exfoliate
80 OR 110 MINUTES
STARTING AT $225
Polish and buff your skin to satiny perfection. A dry body exfoliation smooths and invigorates the skin, promoting
healthy circulation, while sugar gently polishes and prepares the skin to be enveloped by our luxuriously hydrating
body oil. Skin is left with renewed hydration, clarity, and radiance.

MASSAGE
Relax
80 OR 110 MINUTES
STARTING AT $215
Reduce tension and boost micro-circulation with this universally appreciated full body massage technique. Smooth,
long strokes, and light to medium pressure encourage deep relaxation, alleviate fatigue, and promote a sense of total
well-being.

Sport
80 OR 110 MINUTES
STARTING AT $235
Slow, strong strokes work deeper layers of muscle fibers in this therapeutic treatment. A deep tissue massage helps
address patterns of tensions and habits that may lead to discomfort and misalignment.
Align
80 OR 110 MINUTES
STARTING AT $235
Relieve tightness and tension stored in your muscles with our active stretching massage. Stretching increases blood
flow, leading to a better range of motion.
Warmth
80 OR 110 MINUTES
STARTING AT $235
A unique body massage for ultimate relaxation. Warm volcanic stones are utilized to heat and diffuse warmth
throughout the body, allowing your therapist to effectively relieve built up stress and tension. Essential oils are infused
to calm and restore the senses. This treatment eliminates all traces of stress and fatigue.
NAILS
Manicure 60 MINUTES
$80
Pedicure 60 MINUTES
$85

